

	
    




















 

    	





You have arrived at: Arakawa.ws


  “Time flies like an arrow; fruit flies like a banana” - Groucho Marx



  




	Why I prefer the KJV bible version:


[image: KJV text]	Missions
      
      


  
[image: ] January 2012 - Mike Shaffer's India Missions photos


[image: ] October 2010 - "Love Mexico" slide show - Music by good friend Esteban Antonio

  
[image: ] October 2010 - "Love Mexico" video


[image: ] February 2007 - Steve's Philippines Missions photos


[image: ] February 2007 - Sue's Philippines Missions photos







 

Knowledge Bank   - (
      
) 


[image: ] Ongoing - An accumulation of facts, tips and trivia 


[image: ] Los Angeles In Serious Trouble - Wendy Greuel Memo


[image: ] Possible Future? - "Harrison Bergeron" by Kurt Vonnegut Jr.


[image: ] Monologue from the "Big Kahuna"      


[image: ] Obama Recovery Investment Plan Report from 2009


[image: ] Election Observer Integrity Package 2012



Bible Study Downloads 


[image: ]"The Conquest of Fear" by Basil King 


[image: ]"Spiritual Gardening" - Notes


[image: ]"Facing the Boogeyman" - Notes.






Misc. Videos 


[image: ]Solvang Councilman - 05262020 protest 









	Current Gold Prices


[image: 24 hr gold chart]





	Solar X-rays: 

Geomagnetic Field: 		[image: Status]
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N3KL Solar Activity Monitor














	Ever since the first computers, there have always been ghosts in the machine. Random segments of code that have grouped together to form unexpected protocols. Unanticipated, these free radicals engender questions of free will, creativity, and even the nature of what we might call the soul. Why is it that when some robots are left in darkness, they will seek out the light? Why is it that when robots are stored in an empty space, they will group together, rather than stand alone? How do we explain this behavior? Random segments of code? Or is it something more? When does a perceptual schematic become consciousness? When does a difference engine become the search for truth? When does a personality simulation become the bitter mote… of a soul?   ~ I. Asimov






	
  







